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	This stimulating new study provides a narrative of the monumental conflict of the Peloponnesian War between Athens and Sparta, and examines the realities of the war and its effects on the average Athenian.

	
		
			A penetrating new study of the Peloponnesian War between Athens and Sparta by an established scholar

	
	
		
			Offers an original interpretation of how and why the war began

	
	
		
			Weaves in the contemporary evidence of Aristophanes in order to give readers a new sense of how the war affected the individual

	
	
		
			Discusses the practicalities and realities of the war

	
	
		
			Examines the blossoming of culture and intellectual achievement in Athens despite the war

	
	
		
			Challenges the approach of Thucydides in his account of the war
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Signaling Pathways in Liver DiseasesSpringer, 2005

	This book serves as a source of information to facilitate the reading of the literature and the planning of trials.


	Supplies in one place all the information on this active and complex research topic and may stimulate more research that can lead to more exchanges between the laboratory, the clinical ward and the operating room.
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Fix Your Own Computer For Seniors For DummiesFor Dummies, 2009
Learn to diagnose and fix simple PC problems with this easy-to-follow guide

When something goes wrong with your computer, it's frustrating and potentially expensive. With Fix Your Own Computer For Seniors For Dummies, you can find out what's wrong, how to fix it, whether you need to call in professional help, and how to practice...
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XQuery from the Experts: A Guide to the W3C XML Query LanguageAddison Wesley, 2003
"The individual perspectives on the concepts behind the XQuery  language offered by XQuery from the Experts will be of great value to those who  are seeking to understand the implications, opportunities, and challenges of  XQuery as they design future information systems based on XML."
—Michael  Champion,...
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Software Project Management in PracticeAddison Wesley, 2002
We often hear about  software projects that are late, over budget, or unable to satisfy customer  needs. Yet some organizations are able to manage project after project  successfully with desired results. In this book, Pankaj Jalote looks at one such  organization, Infosys...
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Xml Complete (Mcgraw Hill Complete Series)McGraw-Hill, 1997
Welcome to XML programming! In this book we're going to take a guided tour of what XML has to offer[md]we'll see it all, from the basics of XML to the advanced topics, from creating our own XML documents to using XML stylesheets, from creating XML links to creating XML browsers.

HTML is like Latin-a language that soon won't be spoken...
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Microsoft Big Data SolutionsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2014

	Tap the power of Big Data with Microsoft technologies


	Big Data is here, and Microsoft's new Big Data platform is a valuable tool to help your company get the very most out of it. This timely book shows you how to use HDInsight along with HortonWorks Data Platform for Windows to store, manage, analyze, and share Big Data...
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